plus a NEW Cookie!

America’s favorites are back—
plus a new cookie!
All your favorites are back —
plus a NEW Cookie!
Peanut Butter

Thin Mints ®

Crispy chocolate wafers dipped in a
mint chocolaty coating.

Caramel deLites ®

Vanilla cookies topped with caramel,
sprinkled with toasted coconut, and
laced with chocolaty stripes.
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icing and
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with a scrumptious chocolaty coating.

Patties ®

Crispy vanilla cookies layered
with peanut butter and covered
with a chocolaty coating.
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andfilling.
covered
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peanut
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with a chocolaty coating.
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S’mores ® ®
Shortbread

Lemonades ®
Toast-Yay!™

Sandwich
Chocolate
Chip
®

Crispy graham
cookiescookies.
double dipped
Traditional
shortbread
in yummy crème icing and finished
with a scrumptious chocolaty coating.

Savory slicescookies
of shortbread
Toast-shaped
with with a
refreshingly
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delicious
icingtangy
and French
inspiration in every bite. YAY!

and semi-sweet
crunchy oatmeal
cookies
RichCrisp
caramel,
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with
creamy
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and
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in afilling.
chewy, gluten-free cookie.*
*Limited availability

Caramel

Peanut

PF
Free

Shortbread ®
Traditional shortbread cookies.

Toast-Yay!™
Toast-yay!™
Toast-shaped cookies with
delicious icing and French Toast
inspiration in every bite. YAY!

Chocolate Chip
®

Rich caramel, semi-sweet chocolate
chips, and a hint of sea salt in a
chewy, gluten-free cookie.*
*Limited availability
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